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RCS WORKS... for you.

All the software you need for a complete, integrated, digital radio station:

• Programming

• Research

• Traffic and Billing

• News

• Continuity

• Production

• On-Air Studio

All working together to give you control, the fewest mistakes, the greatest profit, and the best possible sound.

All made and supported by RCS, for fourteen years THE radio software company.

Radio Computing Services
Two Overhill Road, Suite 100
Scarsdale, New York, 10583
Tel.(914)723-8567 Fax.(914)723-6651
MAKING MONEY WITH YOUR SPARE SPECTRUM

NAB technology expert John Abel has been encouraging radio stations to find new ways of making money with their unused spectrum space. But, Abel says, don't expect the proceeds to cover your mortgage.
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RADIO SET FOR DIGITAL SPREE

As digital technology moves into its second generation, an exclusive R&R survey concludes that radio will be taking the big plunge into the digital arena in the next 18 months. But many broadcasters still say it's not time to throw out the analog equipment... yet.
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DIGITAL BITS

Most radio stations have computers scattered throughout their offices. Radio Computing Services has come up with a system (pictured) that ties the air studio, traffic, management, production, research, and more into a unified whole... Digital trailblazer Sony introduces pro MiniDisc decks... Arrakis unveils multitrack digital recorders.
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DIRECTORY OF DIGITAL SUPPLIERS

A comprehensive address and phone number listing of digital hardware and technology suppliers.
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Later this year, Radio Broadcast Data System (RBDS) receivers will debut in the United States. For some time, RBDS and the broader field of data broadcasting — a system of distributing news, stock quotes, or other information via the airwaves to computers and other wireless “data receivers” — have been touted as potentially lucrative technologies for broadcasters.

But will radio really benefit from these services? And if so, when will their impact affect the industry’s bottom line? In this interview, NAB Exec. VP/Operations John Abel, the trade group’s resident technon- visionary, offers a frank assessment of the opportunities — and limitations — of RBDS and data broadcasting.

**R&R:** RBDS offers many captivating features — allowing listeners to tune by format, displaying call letters on the dial, etc. But does this technology have the potential to actually generate new revenue for radio broadcasters?

**JA:** Honestly, I’m not sure the revenue opportunities are real high, and they certainly aren’t high for the next six months to a year.

One of the major reasons — and this goes back to the whole issue of data broadcasting in general — is because the data transmission rate is very low: 1187 bits per second. You’re talking about basically the same rate as a 1200 baud modem, which isn’t really state-of-the-art technology. The reason for that limitation is that we’re piggybacking the digital signal onto an analog signal with limited bandwidth capacity.

**NHK** is now working on a higher data rate of about 48 kilobits per second. But this application can’t be used in a mobile environment. Obvi-

**CONTINUED ON PAGE 6**
Everything you’ve always wanted in a radio studio

except the paper, the carts, the logs, the errors...

MASTER CONTROL

- Master Control gives you the peerless sonic performance you expect from a digital audio system and more! It’s completely modular, so you can expand it as your needs change.

- In its ultimate configuration, Master Control provides seamless integration of the entire RCS software line and puts you in control. Of course, all of this is backed up by our unparalleled support.

- If you’re planning digital audio for your station (or you just want a peek at the future), don’t make a move without seeing Master Control from RCS!

RCS RADIO COMPUTING SERVICES, INC.
Two Overhill Rd. Suite 100 Scarsdale, New York 10583
Tel. (914) 723-8567 Fax. (914) 723-6651
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which would have a display where the [message] crawls across. The signs could either enhance radio spot advertising or become a separate advertising sale.

R&R: How many characters are available for displaying messages on RBDS receivers?

JA: Right now, eight characters are standard. Theoretically, it could be more than eight — and maybe some receiver manufacturers will go beyond eight.

The only reason they’ve limited it to eight characters is the cost and size of the display. In an automobile, we don’t want huge radios. And the display is a fairly expensive item.

R&R: Are there any other potential bottom-line RBDS benefits?

JA: The ability to link stations together could enhance revenue. For example, in LMAs or duopolies where you have a couple of stations simulcasting, RBDS could switch a listener from the weaker signal to the stronger signal as he drives across the market. The line between the stations becomes transparent to the listener, who doesn’t have to keep tuning the radio to get the signal.

It would be similar with any kind of network . . . whether it’s NPR, Westwood One, or an ad hoc network of stations cooperating on a network program — a football game or whatever. As you drove across the country, the RBDS receiver would automatically search for another station carrying that particular program’s ID code. In effect, it would make single-frequency networks viable. This feature also would be of real value to stations with multiple translators.

R&R: You’ve mentioned that the establishment of an open network architecture standard for RBDS may prompt entrepreneurs to devise innovative uses for the technology. Have you seen any examples of that?

JA: One that’s been announced is called Coupon Radio and would use RBDS to allow radio advertisers to issue discount coupons.

"RBDS might allow broadcasters to set up their own paging systems, either a local operation or one that’s compatible with a nationwide system."

If the broadcasting industry pursues [data broadcasting] aggressively, you might have 5%, 10%, or 15% of a station’s revenue coming from [this market] by the year 2000.

Another long-term possibility is the navigational application of RBDS for locating stolen vehicles, providing listeners with traffic alerts, or even giving listeners directions to an address from their present location. This would be a navigational device separate from the radio. But it would use the RBDS transmission to receive information to update the navigational system.

RBDS — for about 10 years.

Since we’re in a worldwide market for receivers, most of the manufacturers have been making RDS receivers for a decade. With a slight modification, they can make them compatible to the U.S. RBDS standard, and they’re anxious to do this. Delco, for example, sees a big market in geo-positioning.

I saw one of these in Japan using FM subcarriers. It was a Honda that had a CRT in the center console. You could dial in where you wanted to go, put the cursor where you were, and it fed you a string of directions: turn right here, turn left here, go straight ahead for two miles.

This isn’t something broadcasters would program themselves. But they would be able to perhaps generate income by leasing their subcarrier to do that.

RBDS might also allow broadcasters to set up their own paging systems, either a local operation or one that’s compatible with a nationwide system.

R&R: When might broadcasters be able to take advantage of some of these potential revenue opportunities?

JA: Obviously, there isn’t going to be a real immediate advantage because we’ve got to get a lot of these receivers out there to make a significant impact. There’s nothing here that’s going to make a difference in six months. In three to five years, maybe.

The receiver industry is definitely interested in this. Remember, the RBDS standard we adopted in this country is something that has been in Europe — where it’s known as...
The Ultimate Digital Studio is a powerful broadcast tool that saves you time and money. The UDS controls music from CD jukeboxes or consumer-type compact disc players and computer audio hard disc systems so that all your music, commercials, jingles and voice tracks can be viewed and scheduled on one screen. TM Century has also developed interfaces for a wide variety of music and traffic scheduling systems.

TM Century has delivered over 200 Ultimate Digital Studio Systems worldwide. The hardware and software that comprise the UDS is highly dependable and proven. Both the new generation of Sony CD Changers and the extremely reliable CDK-006 jukebox are available to TM Century. Parts and service will be supported until the next century. Prices start at under $8,200.

The Ultimate Digital Studio is designed to operate perfectly with GoldDisc® NoNoise Music libraries. Available in all popular radio formats.

Also inquire about PowerPlay Music Scheduling software for a powerful, fully integrated system. PowerPlay is in use on over 400 stations.
Radio Set To Embrace Digital Audio Storage

After broadcasters sit out digital’s first generation, lower costs and improving technologies pave way for radio’s digital boom.

Hard to believe, but it’s been 10 years since the CD introduced the world to digital audio. In the beginning, prohibitive pricing and a scarcity of hardware and software made the technology a novelty of sorts. Now the figures speak for themselves: More recordings were sold in the CD configuration last year than all other formats combined.

Radio Enters Digital Domain

An overwhelming majority of radio stations plan to acquire digital record/playback equipment in the next 18 months, according to an exclusive R&R survey of 1000 general managers and chief engineers.

More than three-fourths of the respondents (76%) plan to acquire digital equipment, while just 10% say they’ll buy only analog gear.

Thanks to plunging PC prices, digital hard disk and digital workstation prices became affordable to a lot more stations last year, and nearly seven out of ten stations (69%) plan to install them in the next year-and-a-half.

DAT never caught on as a consumer item, but stations are using them for mass storage, logging, and delayed broadcast purposes. Nearly 40% plan to buy DAT equipment in the next 18 months.

Now that high-capacity hard drives have become more affordable, stations apparently believe they don’t need cart machines — digital or analog —

Over the course of the decade, radio has embraced the CD as a primary means of digital music playback. The next phase of radio’s digital audio revolution is now taking shape with the advent of digital cart machines, PC-based hard disk storage systems, and digital signal processing. Although some broadcasters entered the digital domain early, high initial cost and lack of a track record have made widespread acceptance a slow process.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
BUYING YOUR FIRST HARD DISK SYSTEM?
ASK DCS USERS WHO'VE BOUGHT THEIR
2ND, OR 3RD OR 4TH...

"We needed a one-button operation to fire commands at each of our four simulcast stations and the DCS was the only system reliable and smart enough to trust with our spot load."

MARK ROLLINGS,
President, Rollings Communications,
Champaign/Urbana, IL

"I have installed a half-dozen DCS systems here and in other stations, and I think it's the most functional, flexible and complete system on the market."

DENNIS EVERSOLL,
VP ENGINEERING,
WRHQ, Savannah, GA

"Computer Concepts leads the way, in my opinion. Our next system was delivered right after Radio '92... that says it all!"

MARK VAIL,
STATION MANAGER,
KSJQ & KFEQ, St. Joseph, MO

"We are very pleased with the Computer Concepts hard disk system for both our stations, but I am most pleased with the support, especially the pleasant, knowledgeable and fast help from your staff."

DAVE ANTHONY,
STATION MANAGER,
WCED/WOWQ DuBois, PA

Computer Concepts Corporation
Profit From Our Experience. Call 800-255-6350

Computer Concepts Corporation • 8375 Melrose Drive, Lenexa, KS 66214
Tel: 913-541-0900 • FAX: 913-541-0169
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But as digital technology becomes more advanced, more commonplace, and less expensive, a digital audio explosion appears imminent. According to R&R’s exclusive digital equipment survey, 76% of responding stations plan to buy some type of digital record/playback gear in the next 18 months.

The Next Generation

The skepticism encountered by the first generation of digital devices was understandable, according to TM Century President/CEO Craig Turner. “Dependability is an extremely high consideration for a product that results in your radio station going off the air when it fails to work properly. A year ago, there were still some real technical hurdles to be cleared in making a fully integrated system. Now we’ve gotten there on a highly reliable basis. There was a lot of struggling to get to that point.”

ITC Marketing Communications Manager Bruce Helling concurs: “A lot of the early reservations were about the products’ newness, quality, and the ability to expand later on. People don’t want to simply replace existing analog media with digital media. They want more of a central location/large-scale storage library. The early boxes said, ‘I can record, I can play back. That’s all I’m going to do.’”

Radio Enters Digital Domain

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

anymore. Just 13% plan to acquire cart decks in the near term. (Sony Corp. hopes to change that attitude when it introduces a pro MiniDisc unit this spring. See Digital Bits, Page 14).

About half of the small group of digital disbelievers said they’re avoiding the new generation of gear because of price. Managers and chief engineers say the gear is priced too high for their budgets or else they don’t see the same value analog equipment returns to them.

Others among the naysayers are waiting for manufacturers to get together and form standards among various brands. They’re also giving digital more time to establish long-term reliability. And there’s even a group that believes that analog provides all the quality they need.

But the technology has come a long way since then. And Helling says we’re dealing with a whole new generation of machines. “One- and two-gigabyte drives becoming available at reasonable costs . . . gives broadcasters the space, storage, and operating system necessary to run a true digital audio management system rather than just a record/playback device. A lot of broadcasters aren’t looking for just a digital recorder/player. That’s paying an awfully steep price just to say digital.

‘[The technology’s] about as good as it’s going to get right now. This is truly second generation and what broadcasters want right now. It might not be what they want next year. But it’s capable of growing into what they want next year, whereas a lot of the earlier products are stuck where they’re at.’

Spurring New Interest

The introduction of these interactive systems — which are capable of
If you don’t have an Eventide® VR240 Digital Broadcast Logger, you’re missing the easiest, most efficient way to keep track of everything that goes out on your air, and more. There’s no bulky, high maintenance, hard-to-use hardware, because Eventide has compressed a complete 8-to-24 channel digital broadcast logging system into one easy-to-use three-rack-space device. There’s no need for a tape warehouse, either—the VR240 records up to ten days worth of audio on a single ultra-compact DAT cassette. With the dual-drive option, total unattended logging time stretches up to three weeks. And yes, you can search and play a tape on one deck while simultaneously recording audio on the other.

Without an easy, practical, multi-channel logging system, you’re missing what’s going on with your crosstown competitors, what your talent (and call-ins) really said on the air, when that commercial actually ran, who called your contest lines, what the police and fire dispatchers said. The VR240 even records modem, fax, and transmitter remote control telemetry transmissions. The advantages of logging have always been clear. Now the Eventide Digital Broadcast Logger gets rid of the disadvantages.

There’s no broadcast logging system as advanced as the VR240. And with hundreds of Eventide-built digital loggers already in service worldwide, there’s no other digital logger with our track record of reliable service. So don’t miss out—call Eventide or your broadcast distributor for full information on the logger that makes full-time logging practical: The Eventide VR240 Digital Broadcast Logger.

Eventide
One Alsan Way • Little Ferry, New Jersey 07643 USA
Tel: 201-641-1200 • Fax: 201-641-1640
managing a station’s complete audio inventory (from scheduling to recording and playback) — has piqued the interest of a new group of potential buyers. Jim Hauptstueck, Digital Products Manager for distributor Harris Allied, notes, “We’ve seen an increase in inquiries. We’re starting to see more people look at digital and understand that this is something that can save money and increase profitability.”

“People are buying it because it represents value and an economic solution to a problem,” remarks Harris Allied Studio Products Manager Tom Harle. “It allows them to reduce their operating costs significantly and frees up people to work on other things.”

**Resistance Lowered**

Economics and affordability are obviously major factors when stations decide to replace equipment. “We’ve seen computers and computer hard drives become so inexpensive that anyone contemplating any new method of audio storage has to take a serious look at what’s out there,” says KMGZ/Lawton, OK VP/ Director of Engineering Fred Morton.

“By the end of this decade, I see people leaving the cartridge format in droves,” Morton adds. “Within the next year, I anticipate you’ll be able to buy the equivalent of a stereo cart recorder at a computer store for less than you would’ve paid for the cart recorder alone.”

With digital equipment prices falling and reliability on the rise, more broadcasters are looking forward to making the conversion. One is KFBK & KGBY/Sacramento Chief Engineer Dale Harry, who notes, “Cost is probably the reason we haven’t invested in digital machines. And we’d also had an experience that left a bad taste in our mouths about jumping into something too soon.”

---

**The DAD486x**

Digital Audio Delivery System

Professional Digital Audio Systems

- Easy, Intuitive, Operating Power
- Multiple Workstation Network Options

**ENCO Systems, Inc.**

1866 Craigshire Drive, St. Louis, MO 63146-4006 USA
Voice:1-800-ENCO-SYS (800-362-6797), Fax:314-453-0061
Group W Radio Engineering Manager Glynn Walden says it's just a matter of time before his chain jumps into the digital arena: "We're looking for digital audio. We'd like to say we're not going to build any analog studios, but we really haven't found the magic bullet yet.

"I don't see us spending money to replace analog just for the sake of replacing analog. But the future's not very far away. We're looking at implementing digital at one or more of our stations this year."

Group W Radio Engineering Manager Glynn Walden says it's just a matter of time before his chain jumps into the digital arena: "We're looking for digital audio. We'd like to say we're not going to build any analog studios, but we really haven't found the magic bullet yet.

"I don't see us spending money to replace analog just for the sake of replacing analog. But the future's not very far away. We're looking at implementing digital at one or more of our stations this year."

**Analog’s Last Gasp**

Although digital appears to be emerging as the wave of the future, it may be too early to put analog completely out to pasture. After all, radio still must deal with source material originating outside the radio industry.

"Even though there have been rumblings about digital delivery [of agency spots], it's not happening yet. And that conversion probably won't [occur] for some time to come," explains KSON-AM & FM/ San Diego Chief Engineer John Buffaloe. "So you're going to need some analog playback equipment just to get these things into your spot system, whether it's analog or digital.

"But computers are the future. If you're not computer-literate, you're going to have a hard time in broadcasting. It's only a matter of time before everything — spots, music, jingles, etc. — will come off a centrally based computer somewhere. Computer production tools are emerging all over the place. Those of us who know computers, like computers, and have learned to live with computers will be fine."

---

**DATA BROADCASTING**
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R&R: Is there a real limit to what radio can do with RBDS and other forms of data broadcasting?

JA: What I've been talking about here is RBDS on FM. There really aren't any RBDS applications for AM. Radio's ability to capitalize on the broader data broadcasting market is, again, limited by the fact that the data transmission rate isn't high enough to send huge amounts of information.

And the reason we can't get a higher data rate is that we have quite narrow bandwidths in both the AM and FM [bands] — it's 20 times greater in FM than it is in AM, but that's not enough.

Radio and television occupy 42% of the spectrum below one gigahertz, the most desirable spectrum. But 40% of that is television, and just over 2% is radio. We just don't have the bandwidth until we go to another form of transmission — digital. For example, until then, we aren't going to be able to do a lot of the more sophisticated digital wireless communications because we're stuck with analog transmission.

RBDS is a breakthrough because we were able to get a standard established for data broadcasting, and we achieved a higher data rate than we've had before on subcarriers. But it's not 256 kilobits per second or one megabit per second.

Radio's ability to capitalize on the broader data broadcasting market is limited because the transmission rate isn't high enough to send huge amounts of information. We just don't have the bandwidth until we go to another form of transmission — digital.

With digital high-definition television, we're using six megahertz of bandwidth to send transmissions, and we're talking about 20 megabits per second. In three seconds, you could download the entire Encyclopedia Britannica. This is all possible because of bandwidth.

R&R: Will data broadcasting services ever provide radio operators with significant revenues?

JA: I don't think any data broadcasting application will be very big unless you have a system of nationwide distribution.

Radio was successful [in its early days] because of networks, which drove a national market for advertising, programming, and receivers. For data broadcasting to take off, you need a national market for the product and an inexpensive data broadcasting receiver in the household.

The receiver can have an output to a fax machine, a computer, or maybe a game machine. For that to happen, a standard has to be selected. But at that point, there will be a big market for data broadcasting.

R&R: Could data broadcasting eventually account for 10% of a radio station's revenue?

JA: According to [consulting firm] Frost and Sullivan, data broadcasting will be a $3 billion market by the year 2000. If the broadcasting industry decides that it wants that market and pursues it aggressively, you might have 5%, 10%, or 15% of a station's revenue coming from data broadcasting by the year 2000.
RCS Works Creates ‘Paperless’ Studio

Digital signals are now used in every department at most radio stations. It’s another giant leap, though, to assemble all of those bits and bytes into a single system. That’s what Scarsdale, NY-based Radio Computing Services has done with its RCS Works system.

“It’s going to change the way radio is done,” RCS President Andy Economos told R&R. RCS Works allows the free exchange of information between the air studio, production, management, traffic, music, sales, promotion, research, and any other department. RCS calls it “a totally integrated audio and information machine.”

All of the systems come together in the air studio’s Master Control unit, where air personalities have every element needed for their show displayed on three computer screens. The center screen contains the log, showing all scheduled music, spots, jingles, and live reads.

The left screen displays “audio status,” showing the time remaining in the current element. The screen also has a menu of jingles, jock shouts, and each jock’s own special bits and sound effects — all instantly available from hard drive.

Current music is also stored on hard drive, which adds an advantage not available with carts or CDs: A song’s ending can be previewed while the song itself is playing on the air!

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

Sony Unveils Pro MiniDisc Deck

Sony Business and Professional Group will be introducing a host of new radio station gear at the NAB convention in Las Vegas.

At the forefront will be the PMD-C1P and PMD-C1 MiniDisc cart machines. Stations will be able to randomly access up to 74 minutes of near-CD quality audio on a rewritable optical disc. The company claims that the MDs can be rerecorded at least a million times with no signal degradation. The machines themselves resemble conventional cart machines but have additional features such as text editing/storage and alphanumeric display.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Fiber-Optic STL Systems

BEC Technologies of Orlando has developed a modular, digital fiber-optic STL system that can transmit up to 64 channels of full-bandwidth, bidirectional audio.

Maximum transmission distance is two miles multimode with a standard LED driver, or 25 miles single mode with an optional laser driver. Frequency response is 10Hz-22.5kHz.
Sony Unveils Pro MiniDisc Deck

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

Why "near-CD" quality and not the real thing? Sony says the compression algorithm it uses to squeeze all that sound onto the little platter requires some sacrifice in fidelity — but they insist it’s not nearly enough for most users or listeners to notice.

Sony is also unveiling its CDK-3600 disc changer, which will store 360 CDs. The unit features a dual transport system that autocues and crossfades between songs. Up to 28 CDK-3600 machines can be chained for on-line management of up to 9999 discs.

Among other products Sony will show off at the NAB: its first all-digital broadcast console and a dual-deck DAT editing system.

- Sony’s PMD-C1P and PMD-C1 MiniDisc cart machines

Trak-Star Production System Debuts

Arrakis Systems has taken the wraps off Trak-Star, a lower-cost multitrack digital workstation designed for radio station use. The equipment comes in two- and eight-track models.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
RCS Works Creates ‘Paperless’ Studio
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The basic hard drive stores 1000 minutes of compressed digital audio; additional units can be added in a chain. An option for stations with large music libraries is the Pioneer CAC-V3200 jukebox, which stores 300 CDs and uses two players (so any two CDs can be played back-to-back).

The third screen is used for live copy and moves in tandem with the log screen, unless you want to check something manually. The computer can also retrieve and insert news and weather updates, eliminating the need to clear the wire machines.

Access is simple — everything can be manipulated with a trackball and three buttons. The keyboard need only be used for typing copy changes and cart labels. No liner cards, no three-ring binders, no papers taped all over the console — it’s a true paperless studio.

Meanwhile, in another part of the building, the PD can check tomorrow’s music rotation. The system can not only schedule music, but also preview music and listen to segues directly from the hard drive.

RCS’s basic Master Control setup to equip an air studio and production begins at $22,000. Full networks capable of serving all departments of a radio station start at $30,000.

Trak*Star Production System Debuts

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15

Trak*Star includes a rack-mounted digital hard disk controller with a 120mb drive, color VGA monitor, keyboard, and trackball. The unit is capable of eight-track editing and playback of four stereo-mono pairs, two-channel audio input and output, nondestructive real-time editing, and loop scrub for precision location of edit points.

Trak*Star is a family of single function systems that is compatible with Arrakis’s Digilink multifunction system, which functions as an integrated production/on-air unit.

All Arrakis products are available through Harris Allied.

Considering VSAT digital audio?

1-800-345-VSAT (8728)

It's been our phone number for 5 years.

- First VSAT data network serving broadcasters

- ComStream® VSAT products distributor since 1990

- First digital MUSICAM® audio/data network in the USA

- First MUSICAM® digital conversion of an existing analog satellite audio distribution system

No one in broadcasting has more VSAT experience than NSN. No one has more digital audio VSAT networks up and running. Why? Service. Only NSN provides 24-hour, toll-free technical support, and same-day overnight shipping from our warehouse stock, should disaster strike.

We’ll help you put together your own fully integrated VSAT system to centralize programming and production for your radio group or network. Call us for network design, equipment, installation, spacetime, and superior customer service. Leasing available for qualified clients.

Share our VISION for your broadcast group or network. Call today.

800-345-8728  303-949-7774

VISION

VSAT Intelligent Satellite Integrated Operations Networks
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Hank Landsberg, Owner
S

I

International Tapetronics Corp.
2425 S. Main Street
Bloomington, IL 61704
(800) 447-0414, (309) 828-1381
FAX: (309) 828-1386
Jim Woodworth, General Sales Manager
Bruce Helling, Communications Manager
Mike Bove, Regional Sales
C DW

M

The Management
Box 1-36457
Ft Worth, TX 76136
(817) 625-9781, (800) 334-7823
FAX: (817) 624-9741
Pete Charlton, President
A C CD

N

Moseley Associates
111 Castilian Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93117
(805) 968-9621
FAX: (805) 685-9638
David Chancey, National Sales Manager
T

National Supervisory Network
P.O. Box 578
Avon, CO 81620
(303) 949-7774,
(800) 345-8728
FAX: (303) 949-4364
Bill Sepmeier
Muffy Montemayor, President/GM
Kelly Hethcote, Sales Manager
T

O

Orban
1525 Alvarado Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
(510) 351-3500
FAX: (510) 351-0500
S. Richard Ravich, President
Bob Orban, Chief Engineer
Philip Moore, Product Manager
P

R

PRISTINE SYSTEMS INC.

Pristine Systems Incorporated
8489 W. Third Street, Suite 1017
Los Angeles, CA 90048
(213) 852-0737
Boyce Williams
A C DW

Radio Computing Services
2 Overhill Road, Suite 100
Scarsdale, NY 10583
(914) 723-8567
FAX: (914) 723-6651
Lee Fasco, General Manager
A C CD DW
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City, State, Zip</th>
<th>Phone 1</th>
<th>Phone 2</th>
<th>Fax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio Resources and Services Corp.</td>
<td>1201 S. Sharp Street, Baltimore, MD 21230</td>
<td>Baltimore, MD 21230</td>
<td>(800) 54-RADIO</td>
<td>(410) 783-4635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>110 High Hill Road, Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458</td>
<td>Bridgeport, NJ 08014</td>
<td>(609) 467-8000</td>
<td>(609) 467-3044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodman/Brown &amp; Associates</td>
<td>1544 Lighthouse Drive, Naperville, IL 60565</td>
<td>Naperville, IL 60565</td>
<td>(708) 983-0977</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roland Pro Audio/Video Group</td>
<td>7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90040</td>
<td>(213) 685-5141</td>
<td>(213) 722-0911</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaefer Digital</td>
<td>201 Lathrop Way, Suite D, Sacramento, CA 95815</td>
<td>Sacramento, CA 95815</td>
<td>(800) 831-1021</td>
<td>(916) 646-3493</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Business &amp; Professional Group</td>
<td>3 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645</td>
<td>Montvale, NJ 07645</td>
<td>(201) 930-1000</td>
<td>(201) 358-4907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studer ReVox America, Inc.</td>
<td>1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210</td>
<td>Nashville, TN 37210</td>
<td>(615) 254-5651</td>
<td>(615) 256-7619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAC of America, Inc.</td>
<td>7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640</td>
<td>Montebello, CA 90640</td>
<td>(213) 726-0303</td>
<td>(213) 727-7656</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamaha Corporation of America</td>
<td>P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622-6600</td>
<td>Buena Park, CA 90622</td>
<td>(714) 522-9011</td>
<td>(714) 522-9933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Over 2,700 stations around the world agree...
the sound is simply amazing!

TM Century has been delivering compilation music discs to radio stations since 1985. We represent The World Standard in music libraries designed, mastered and researched for radio broadcast.

GoldDisc3 libraries utilize state-of-the-art computer technology. Mastered entirely in the digital domain, the masters don't pass back and forth between digital and analog converters or consoles.

Technically superior and highly researched, GoldDisc Music Libraries are also economically competitive. You get the best value and the best quality for your money with TM Century. Complete libraries are available in both GoldDisc3 and standard GoldDisc. Formats include:

- **TM Mix** (for Hot AC)
- **TM Country** (modern Country)
- **AC***
- **Lite AC***

*Optional categories available to make the libraries have more depth and round out all the oldies you need.

Call your personal sales representative at:
(800) TM CENTURY

TM Century, Inc.
The World Standard